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Problem: 
How do I scan the PCI configuration space to determine the base address of a given device?  

Background: 
The PCI configuration index and data register can be accessed via I/O port 0xCF8 (Index) and 
0xCFC (Data). These are standard PCI I/O addresses on all boards that follow the PCI bus 
specification. Scanning PCI configuration space is often necessary when developing an 
application that relies on specific PCI devices. Although PCI device base addresses are 
generally static, they may change if another device is added or removed. Consequently, it is 
advised that the application scan the PCI configuration space each time it runs to verify the 
base address of the chosen device. Once the base address has been found, this portion of the 
program is no longer necessary.  

Solution: 
When scanning the PCI configuration space, a program reads from 256 byte-aligned addresses 
looking for PCI Device/Vendor IDs. The PCI configuration space begins at 0x80000000 and 
ends at 0x80FFFF00. It can be accessed via the following I/O ports:  

 Index = 0xCF8: This is a pointer to a specific offset in the PCI configuration space.  
 Data = 0xCFC: This actually reads and writes the data to the register given in 0xCF8.  

To scan the PCI configuration space for a specific device, a nested loop should perform the 
following tasks:  

1. Use 0xCF8 and 0xCFC to scan the Bus/Device/Function registers of the PCI 
configuration space.  

2. Maintain a count of each register scanned.  
3. Compare the values read from the register to the target value (the Device/Vendor ID of 

the device). 
4. Use the counter value at the time of a match to find the Base Address Register of the 

device.  
5. Read the device's base address from a Base Address Register.  

Below is an outline of the nested loop.  

Bus(x) 
→ Counter 

Device(y) 
→ Counter 

Function(z) 
→ Counter 
"If" statement that compares the Device/Vendor ID in the register to the ID of the 
target Device (this information should be in the target device's manual)  

A statement should be included to capture the Bus/Device/Function counter values when a 
match is found. This value will be converted to a PCI address based on the following encoding 
scheme: 
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8(SHL28) OR BUS(SHL16) OR DEV(SHL11) OR FUNCT(SHL8) = PCI Address  

A diagram of the PCI configuration header is shown below. 

 
PCI Configuration Header 

BDF Encoding Scheme: 
The Bus/Device/Function (BDF) encoding scheme of the PCI Configuration and Data Index 
Register (I/O port 0xCF8) is shown below. 

1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 

1000 0000 BBBB BBBB DDDD DFFF IIII IIII  

Where: 

B = Bus 
D = Device 
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F = Function 
I = Index  

For example, assume the nested loop has returned the following counter values (these are the 
registers that matched the target device's Device/Vendor ID): 

B = 0h  
D = 18h  
F = 7d  

Using the BDF encoding scheme, the result is as follows: 

1000 0000 BBBB BBBB DDDD DFFF IIII IIII 

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 

1000 0000 0000 0000 1100 0111 0000 0000 

0x8    0    0    0    C    7    0    0  

In this example, the address of the Device/Vendor ID register (the location where the actual 
Device ID and Vendor ID are stored) is 0x8000C700.  

An offset must be added to get the values from the Base Address Registers (BARs). The BARs 
start at offset 10h. Some devices have multiple BARs, which manage different types of 
addresses. Refer to the devices data sheet for this information. 

Read the data in these offset addresses to get the target device's actual base addresses. After 
this information is read, the scanning program can exit.  

Code Example: 
The following code example can be used as written to scan PCI configuration space.  

 
#include stdio.h   
#include conio.h   
#include stdlib.h  
 
#define INDEX_PCI 0xCF8 
#define DATA_PCI  0xCFC 
 
long __read_PCI_config (long _devvid, int _offset);   //Function prototype 
 
void main (void) 
{ 
   printf("DVID: 0x20811022 offset 0x10 = 0x%08x",__read_PCI_config(0x20811022, 
0x10)); 
} 
 
long __read_PCI_config (long _devvid, int _offset) 
// This function will return the data from the supplied offset into the PCI 
configuration 
// space of the first device found that matches the supplied Device and Vendor ID 
or zero 
// if no match is found.  
{ 
  long scankey; 
  int bus, device, function; 
 
  //Search each bus, device, function... 
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  for(bus = 0; bus < 256; bus++) 
  { 
    for(device = 0; device < 32; device++) 
    { 
      for(function = 0;function < 8; function++) 
      { 
        outpd( INDEX_PCI, (8 << 28 | bus << 16 | device << 11 | function << 8 ) ); 
        scankey = inpd( DATA_PCI ); 
 
        if (scankey == _devvid) 
        { 
          outpd( INDEX_PCI, ( (8 << 28 | bus << 16 | device << 11 | function << 8 ) 
+ _offset) ); 
          return inpd( DATA_PCI ); 
        } 
      } 
    } 
  } 
  //No Match 
  return 0L; 
} 

Related Documents: 

 VT1602 - Accessing Model Specific Registers on AMD-based SBCs  

### 

 

http://www.versalogic.com/kb/KB.asp?KBID=1602

